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 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF HCI 16.

16.1 Review/Background:  

In Chapter 15, we discussed about the voltage dependence of HCI degradation. 

In this chapter, we will focus on the temperature dependence of HCI. We will first go 

through some of the empirical observations regarding the temperature dependence in HCI 

and then will discuss about different theories which explain how the Si-H/Si-O bonds can 

break. At higher temperature, the bond can break faster and hence the degradation may 

accelerate, while at lower temperature, HCI might have entirely different implication. 

While for BTI, we saw that the degradation is smaller at low temperature, for HCI, there 

is a perception that the degradation is higher at low temperature. If so, there are two 

reasons why we should be particularly worried about HCI at lower temperature. Firstly, 

for many space missions we need to consider very low temperatures. Secondly, at low 

temperature, the performance of MOSFET is better because of higher mobility due to 

reduced scattering. As such it can be used for many cryogenic applications.  

16.2 Empirical Observations regarding HCI  

 Figure. 16.1 (a) shows the threshold voltage shift associated with reverse 

saturation current for two different temperatures[1]. Two observations can be made: First, 

the time exponent for the Δ�� degradation is robust as the slope remains a constant for 

almost 2 orders of time. This implies that Si-H bonds are being broken. Secondly, the 

degradation at 77� is almost 2 orders of magnitude larger than that at 295�. It is for this 

reason that the degradation at lower temperature is of big concern to people working on 

space electronics or cryogenic electronics. However, the charge pumping current Δ	
� 

(Figure. 16.1 (b) [1]) shows significantly less sensitivity to the temperature as compared 

to the threshold voltage shift. Again, the degradation is expected to be caused by broken 
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Si-H bonds, since the time exponent is very robust. While, charge pumping current is 

proportional to amount of defects generated, threshold voltage can have other terms as 

well. Figure. 16.1 (c) shows a similar curve for degradation of Δ	
�. However, in this 

particular case, we observe that the time exponent is variable which is a signature of 

broken Si-O bonds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16.3 Degradation mechanism in HCI  
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Figure. 16.1. (a) Degradation in threshold voltage  (associated with reverse saturation current) 
as a function of stress time for two different temperatures. Degradation at �  ��	� is 3-4 
orders of magnitude higher than degradation at �  ���	�. (b), (c) Change in charge pumping 
current as a function of stress time for two different temperatures. Temperature sensitivity of 
charge pumping current is considerably smaller as compared to temperature sensitivity of ���. 
While the charge pumping current shows a robust time exponent (which indicates Si-H bond 
dissociation) for (b), the current has a variable time exponent for (c) which is an indication of 
Si-O bond degradation. 

Figure. 16.2. (a) 2-dimensional and (b) 3-dimensional sketch of MOSFET with various 
currents  
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Consider the degradation mechanism for the HCI as shown in Figure. 16.2 (a). Consider 

the case when the HCI degradation is maximum i.e. ��  ��/2. Red line denotes the 

electrons which travel from source to drain without scattering (ballistic electrons). Light 

blue curve denotes the electrons that are repeatedly scattered with phonons. Some of the 

electrons cause impact ionization, thereby generating the substrate current as shown by 

the green curve. Dark blue curve denotes the hot electrons which are injected into the 

oxide. These electrons have energy greater than 3.1	��, which is the barrier height for 

electrons to surmount the �� − ��!" barrier. These electrons can provide enough energy 

to break the Si-H bonds. Further, impact ionization of these electrons result in generation 

of hot holes (shown in light green). These holes get trapped in the oxide and recombine 

with electrons to generate enough energy to break the Si-O bonds.  

16.4 Three types of bond dissociation: 

There are three ways by which bonds can dissociate.  

Field Induced: Consider the parabolic potential profile shown in Figure. 16.3 (a). 

Suppose the H atom is in bound state at the energy level shown by the dashed black lines. 

If we apply an electric field, the potential will tilt and it will therefore, be easy for the 

atom to leave its location. This phenomenon happens in case of NBTI degradation and 

TDDB. 

Charge Induced: Si-H bond is held together by electrons forming a covalent bond.  If 

we remove an electron (by capture of hole), the barrier holding the atoms together will be 

lowered and it would be easier for the atom to escape and leave a defect behind 

(Figure. 16.3(b)). This phenomenon happens primarily in NBTI.  

Energy Induced: This type of dissociation is caused by a radiation strike or e-h 

recombination giving the atom enough energy to surpass the barrier and leaving behind a 

defect state (Figure. 16.3 (c)). This phenomenon happens primarily in HCI, TDDB and 

radiation strike.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
(b) (c) 

Figure. 16.3.  (a)  Field induced  (b) Charge Induced (c)  Radiation or e-h recombination 
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16.5 Theory of Si-H bond dissociation:  

There are two theories which can explain Si-H bond dissociation: 

 
1) Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel (RRK) Theory: Recall from Chapter 10, that the 

forward dissociation rate for bond-dissociation is given by  

#$  %&'() + 1+	,- .Γ-Γ01
2345 		 16.1 

where &'() is the maximum number of energy levels given by 6$/ℏ8, see Error! 

Reference source not found. (a), Γ- is the upward transition probability, Γ0 is the 

downward transition probability, 6$ is the energy barrier that the atom needs to surpass to 

break the bond, 8 is the frequency of vibration of the atom.  

For NBTI, the upward and downward transition probabilities are related as Γ-/Γ0 �9:/;<= where >  6$/&'() is the separation between the energy levels, ?@ is the lattice 

temperature and # is the Boltzmann constant, so that the forward dissociation rate 

becomes: 

#$  #$Aexp	%−6$/#?@+	 16.2 

For HCI, however if the atom is at certain level 6E, it can get a single kick from the hot 

electron which will cause it to go over the barrier. Therefore, the effective barrier height 

for HCI will be 6$ − Δ6FG, where Δ6FG is the energy that the atom gets from the hot 

electron. Hence, the modified forward dissociation rate for HCI becomes: 

#$HIF  JE2 	K%?L+M
exp N−6$ − Δ6FG#?@ O

Γ0%?@+  16.3 

where JE2 is fraction of hot electrons that get coupled with the bond and  	K is the gate 

current.  In this particular theory, we assumed that the upward and downward transition 

probabilities are unaffected by the presence of hot electrons. However, this need not be 

true and it is accounted for in the MVE theory which we will discuss next. 
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Multi-Vibrational Excitation (MVE) Theory:  There is another way by which 

people say that bonds can break. Here, instead of one electron, there is a set of electrons 

which push the H atom outside the potential barrtier. In modern transistors, the hot 

electrons have energy ~1	��. This amount of energy is insufficient for the atom to 

surpass the potential barrier. Therefore, in this particular case, instead of electron giving 

the atom one kick, a number of electrons give the atom small kicks. A little bit of energy 

can enhance both the absorption and emission probability. The emission probability is 

also enhanced because when electron provides a small energy, the atom can absorb this 

energy and give away one quanta of its energy to the lattice. This is why it is called 

coherent since it can either absorb or emit. Therefore, it will change the upward and 

downward transition probabilities. Consider the representative picture of hot carrier 

degradation mechanism in Figure. 16.4(b). The H atom at level can get additional 

energy from the hot electrons through the gate current 	K.  

 

Therefore, the modified upward and downward transition probabilities can be written as 

[8]: 

 Γ-  Γ-%P+ + %	K/M+JE2	; 	Γ0  Γ0%P+ + %	K,L/M+JE2		 16.4 
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Figure. 16.4.  (a) Illustrative diagram for energy levels associated with vibration of H atom (b) Hot
carrier degradation mechanism  
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Here, JE2 represents the fraction of incident electron gate current %	K,L+ that gets 

coupled with the bond and Γ-%P+ and Γ0%P+ represent the transition probabilities in 

absence of hot electrons. Using  Eq. 16.1 and Eq. 16.4, we get 

 #$  %&'() + 1+	Γ- 	SΓ-%P+ + %	K,L/M+JE2	Γ0%P+ + %	K,L/M+JE2T
2345 	 16.5 

If the electrons are hot, Γ-%P+ ≪ %	V,�/M+J�& ≪	Γ0%P+. Therefore,  

 #$  %&'() + 1+	Γ- 	S%	K,L/M+JE2	Γ0%P+ T2345 	 16.6 

which gives the rate of bond dissociation in the presence of some incoming hot carrier.   

 

16.6 HCI degradation of Si-H bond: 

In chapter 13, we saw that the number of traps %WF<XEH+ generated due to broken Si-H 

bonds in HCI are given by: 

 WF<XEH  YZ3 #$WP#[ \
]/"
%^H_+]/"		 16.7 

for the case of H diffusion and  

 WF<XEH  YZ3 #$WP#[ \
"/`
%^H_+"/`		 16.8 

for the case of a" diffusion. The diffusion constant for element X (where X can be a or a") can be written as, ̂b%?+  ^P�9%0c/;<+. The rate of repassivation of the Si-H bonds 

is given by #[%?+  #[A�9%0d/;<+. Here, 6e and 6[ are the barrier heights associated 

with the diffusion and repassivation of the a atom. To find the complete temperature 

dependence of WF<, we need to determine the temperature dependence of #$. We can use 

Eq. 16.6 to determine the temperature dependence of #$, which depends on the electron 
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gate current %	K,L) and the downward transition probability fΓ6%0+h . Figure. 16.5 shows 

the variation of transition probability%Γ0%P+) as a function of temperature, ?. This implies: 

 Γ0%P+  i�e<		 16.9 

Using Eq. 16.6, we get  

 #$HIF  NJE2 		K%?@+M OY�9f0j9k0lmh/;<=Γ0%?@+ \		 16.10 

where Δ6Fm is the excess energy provided by the hot electron. Again, recall from Chapter 

13, that the electron gate current is given by,  

 

	K%L+ ≈ 	eop(� 	qrsM6'tLu∗ wPMxL tLr 		y �9
z{|03}{

∝ 	eop(� �9.
z{�/|}{�c9�c�4�1			 16.11 

The temperature dependence of 	K%L+ comes from tL which is given by: 

 tL%?@+  �2&���?�L�� + 12&��%?@+ + 1 � 		�ℎ���	&��  N�
ℏ�;<= − 1O9]	 16.12 
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Figure. 16.5.  Decay rate as a function of temperature [4]. 
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 The temperature dependence of HCI can be described by using Eq. 16.10, 

Eq. 16.11 and Eq. 16.12, in Eq. 16.7 or Eq. 16.8 depending on whether we are looking at a 

diffusion or a" diffusion. While the diffusion coefficient, ̂b (� being the diffusing 

species), the downward transition probability fΓ0%P+h and the exponential term in Eq. 

16.10 increases with increase in lattice temperature %?@+, the gate current %	K,L+ goes 

down with the temperature due to decrease in mean free path %tL+ (due to more 

scattering). In all, different terms compensate with each other and this gives a very weak 

temperature dependence of WF<XEH, the defects generated due the broken ��a bonds. This is 

the reason why Δ	
� has a very weak temperature dependence (Figure. 16.1 (b)). 

16.7 HCI degradation of Si-O bonds: 

 While NBTI results in Si-H dissocation only, HCI leads to SiH as well as SiO 

bond dissociation. In this section, we would discuss the temperature dependence of Si-O 

bond dissociation. HCI degradation of Si-O bonds is a three step process: a) carrier 

heating by the field b) impact ionization of hot carriers (c) dissociation of the Si-O bonds. 

It is similar to the Si-H degradation in many respects; though a major difference is that 

there is no diffusion in this case. So WF< has exponential dependence (detailed derivation 

in lecture 13) on time rather than a power law as in the Si-H case 

 WF<XE� ��%6+�1 + �9;j%�m9�c+��d60 	 16.13 

Wher �%6+ is the density of states. Also, we saw that dissociation rate constant %#$+ for 

SiO bonds can be written as (Refer chapter 13): 

 

 #$XE� ∝ 	��9 z�03}� 	�XE�	 16.14 

where 	� is the hole current, x� is the hole barrier height, 6' is the maximum electric 

field in the pinch off region, t� is the mean free path for the holes and �XE� ∝ fΓ0%P+h92 
i�9c�jℏ� <= 
The hole current due to impact ionization can be written as, 

 	�  � M	&%�+�EE	���
P  16.15 
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 � ��	� �6	M&P N#?L%�+2Zu∗ O
]" �9 0;<{%)+�EE%6 > 6<+�

P
�
P  

 � ��	M&P 	N#?L%�+2Zu∗ O
]"� �6	�9 0;<{%)+�EE%6 > 6<+�
z��

�
P  

With �EE ≈ �EE �f 0z��h − 1�  6 > xEE , xEE ≈ 6K,XE f1 + '{'{¡'�h 
where xEE is the barrier height for impact ionization. This gives, 

 

	�%?@+	��?@,�L�� 
¢ �6�z�� �9 003}{%<=+�EE%6 > 6<+
¢ �6�z�� �9 003}{%<=,£{¤+�EE%6 > 6<+

 �9 9z��03}{%<=+
�9 9z��03}{%<£{¤+

� #¥?@#¥?@,�L��
  ~�99z��03 N ]}{%<=+9 ]�}{%<=,£{¤+�O 

16.16 

 Since, the mean free path tL decrease with increase in temperature, the hole 

current 	� decreases with temperature. Combining all these factors, we see why the trap 

generation due to SiO bond breaking is less sensitive to temperature. One more thing to 

observe is that, since O doesn’t diffuse, therefore Si-O bond barrier itself is higher. This 

implies that the compensation of various terms is nearly perfect as compared to the SiH 

bond dissociation.  

16.8 Puzzle related to shift in threshold voltage %��+: 
 We saw in last section that the temperature dependence on WF< is very small 

because of compensation of various terms related to the degradation. But the threshold 

voltage shift %Δ�<+ is very sensitive to the temperature as can be seen in Figure. 16.1 

(a). This can be explained as follows: 
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Figure. 16.6 (a) shows the diagram of a MOSFET biased in such a way that the 

device degradation due to HCI is maximum %�K  �e/2+. The green region shows the 

region where defects get generated. If we flip the device vertically, the role of the 

source/drain regions are interchanged. Figure. 16.6 (b) shows the sketch of degraded 

device. Note, that the region close to source is degraded since we are considering a 

flipped device. Figure. 16.6 (c) shows the plot of potential profile as a function of 

(a) 

(d) 

e) 

Figure. 16.6.   Illustration of why the shift in threshold voltage is very sensitive to the 
temperature as opposed to the charge pumping current (a) MOSFET biased at �§  �¨/�. (b) The degradation is near to source when the device is operated in 
reverse saturation/subthreshold regime. (c) , (d) The potential profile along the channel 
for fresh and degraded device at two different voltages for  �  ���� and �  ���. 
(e) The electron concentration along the channel for different voltages at �  ����.
(f) Electron concentration along the channel for different voltages at �  ���. The 
electron carrier concentration in saturation regime is severely reduced due to the 
barrier caused by defects.  

(b) (c) 

(e) (e) 
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position from source for ?  295�	at two different gate voltages i.e. when the device is 

in subthreshold region %�K  0.4�+ and when the device is in saturation %�K  1.25	�+. 
Figure. 16.6 (d) shows a similar plot for ?  77�. Following observation can be made: 

When the device is degraded (dashed lines), the potential profile near the source changes 

due to the generated traps. Traps effectively result in the increase in barrier to the flow of 

the current.  

When the device is in sub-threshold, the built-in barrier to the flow of electrons 

dictates the drain current. Since, for sub-threshold regime%�K  0.44	�+, the built-in 

barrier is much higher as compared to the barrier due to the generated traps, there is no 

effect of degradation on current. 

When the device is in saturation regime%�K  1.25	�+, the drain pulls down the 

built-in barrier to flow of electrons and hence, the current is mainly dictated by the barrier 

that is caused by degradation. This can further be observed in the electron concentration 

plot as a function of position in Figure. 16.6(e) and (f).   
 

16.9 Conclusion:  

In this chapter, we saw why hot carrier degradation has more pronounced effect 

on threshold voltage ��, even when the number of defects are approximatedly the same. 

It’s due to the decrease in injection of electrons over the barrier which is prominent in 

reverse saturation mode of operation. Also, we saw that the charge pumping current %	
�+ 
shows little temperature dependence in HCI as compared to NBTI, since the defect 

generation is essentially temperature independent. We also discussed two different 

theories that can lead to bond dissociation. MVE is a step-by-step process in which many 

processes act together coherently to break the bond. RRK theory can be used to explain 

unimolecular reactions. When you have a molecule and you apply a field it breaks. While 

for NBTI, we need to be very careful in measurement of defects, in HCI things are 

relatively simple. As such HCI measurement provides us a unique probing mechanism 

for the device and can often be used as a calibration tool for device modeling. The 

understanding of temperature dependence of HCI degradation is important, since it is the 

key mechanism for writing to a flash memory.  
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